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AIR-COUPLED ULTRASONIC SYSTEM:
A NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR DETECTING FLAWS IN
PAINTINGS ON WOODEN PANELS
ALISON MURRAY, MARION E MECKLENBURG, C. M. FORTUNKO,
AND ROBERT E. GREEN JR.
ABSTRACT-Air-coupled ultrasound,a noncontact,nondestructivetesting technique,has detected
splits,checks,delaminations,cleavage,and voids in
variousmaterials.The systemhas inspectedhighly
anisotropicand inhomogeneousmaterialssuch as
wood and wood products,with surfaceslayersof
gesso,gesso and linen, paper,and wood veneer. Two
paintingswere tested;one was an oak-cradledpanel
paintingand the other was illustrationboardmounted on hardboard.The air-coupledultrasoundtechnique yielded informationadditionalto that providand
ed by visual examination,xeroradiography,
infraredthermography.

roble y la otra era papel ilustraci6nmontado sobre
maderaprensada.La tecnica de ultrasonidoacoplado
con aireproporcion6 informaci6nadicionala la
obtenidamedianteexamen a simple vista,con
y con termografiade infrarojo.
xeroradiografia
1. INTRODUCTION

The structure of a panel painting typically
includes layers of a number of different materials over the wooden support. The support of a
traditional panel painting was sometimes first
prepared with a layer of fabric and virtually
always prepared with a ground layer. The
RE SUME-L'&chographieavec injection d'airest
design layers usually include: a preparatory
sanscontactni &chantillonnage
une techniqued'analyse
design that was drawn and/or incised on the
qui permet de d&tecterfissures,craquelures,
ground, possibly a metal leaf layer, the paint
et clivageAl'int&rieur
de materiaux
d&sagregation
layer, the varnish, and any retouchings. Later
divers.On a examin6par ce systemedes mat&riaux
artists also have used wood products such as
hautementanisotropeset non-homogines comme le
hardboard for supports, with surface layers that
bois et les produitsdu bois, recouvertssoit d'une
can include a ground, fabric prepared with a
couche de plitre, de plitre et de toile, de papier,ou
de marqueterie.Deux tableauxont &t&analys&s:
ground, and paper.
l'un
Unrestrained wood will expand and consur panneaude chine avec parquetage,l'autresur
tract. If the wood expands while adsorbing
carton d'illustrationmont6 sur un contreplaqu6.
avec injection d'aira permis de
water but is restrained because of the panel
L'Uchographie
construction, compression of the wood struccompl&terles informationsobtenuespar l'examen
et la thermographie'a
visuel,la x&roradiographie,
ture can occur; the cell walls collapse and do
infrarouge.
not regain their shape upon desiccation. When
a restrained panel loses water during a desiccaRESUMEN-El ultrasonidoacopladocon aire,tection period, local tensile stresses can develop
nica no destructivaque no requierecontacto ha
that exceed the strength of the wood. Both
detectadorajaduras,
fisuras,delaminacionesy separacan lead to warping and splitting.
cion local de estratosen variosmateriales.El sistema processes
When a panel painting is restrained by a cradle,
ha examinadomaterialesaltamenteanisotropicosy
a pattern of damage (often called "washboardheterogeneostales como maderay derivados,con
ing") can result; the panel is forced to distort
capassuperficialesde yeso,yeso y lino, papely chapa
into a series of independent warps between
de madera.Dos pinturasfueron examinadas:una de
splits induced by the fixed cradle members.
ellas era una pinturasobre tablacon embarrotadode
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The stresses due to dimensional changes can
also result in delaminations and cleavage within
the various layers of the painting, which cannot
always follow the movement of the support.
The ground can separate from the support;
paint layers can separate from the ground or
from other paint layers. Even the support itself
can delaminate; composite supports may
delaminate between a surface layer and the
lower support (for example, illustration board
over hardboard), or delaminations can occur
within the support itself (for example, within
hardboard,which is a human-made, fibrous
material).
Internal flaws cannot always be detected
either visually or by traditional testing techniques such as tapping or radiography. Infrared
thermography reveals flaws, depending upon
the material properties of the sample (diffusivity, conductivity) and the location and size of a
flaw (Murray 1990). Radiography techniques
(especially x-ray radiography,but also xeroradiography) have been widely used to determine
the condition of paintings as well as their construction and any previous repairs.
The air-coupled ultrasound imaging
approach used here differs from past ultrasonic
work on art objects, which used contact transducers with gels or pressure to examine stone,
metal, and waterlogged wood and took measurements at specific points rather than over
complete areas (Miura 1976; Asmus and
Pomeroy 1978; Canella et al. 1983; Chiesura et
al. 1983; Pilecki and Levi 1983; Rossi-Manaresi
and Tucci 1983; Berra et al. 1988). The
mechanical scanner used here allows entire
paintings to be examined with ultrasound and
with no contact; air is used as a couplant and
therefore no residues are left. The two-dimensional images produced permit comparisons to
be made between local and adjacent points
(Murray et al. 1991; Murray 1993; Murray et
al. 1994).
In this study, a through-transmission configuration is employed in which a transducer is
positioned on either side of the sample; both
sides of the sample, therefore, need to be acces-

sible. One of the transducers transmits a lowamplitude stress wave and the other receives it.
The received signal can then be interpreted to
deduce the properties and condition of materials. In an unflawed sample, the signal has a
continuous path along which to travel;however, when it encounters air pockets, the signal
can be reduced in strength, slowed down, or
completely lost. This change in signal character
is used as a discriminant of internal anomalies
such as splits, checks, delaminations, cleavage, or
voids.
Signal characteristics include the amplitude,
time of flight, and phase. The amplitude, the
vertical height of the envelope of the received
signal, is reduced to zero in delaminated areas.
The time of flight is the amount of time taken
for the signal to transverse the material, which
is an indication of its properties and thickness.
The phase, also a measurable property of the
received signal, is, in this case, dependent upon
the velocity of the wave through the material
and can be used to detect splits (Murray 1993).
The air-coupled ultrasound method is now
possible because of newly available noncontact
transducers and electronics that produce
stronger signals.
The ability of any signal to traverse boundaries (for example, between air and the material) depends upon the acoustic impedances (the
material's density multiplied by the material's
wave speed). Materials that can be investigated
with air-coupled ultrasound must have a relatively low acoustic impedance so that the difference between air (which has a low value)
and the material is not too great. Examples of
materials that can be examined include ligneous materials, foams, fiber-reinforced composites, rubber, paper, and nonmetallic composites. A similar air-coupled ultrasound technique has located delaminations within hardboard, insulation board, and particle board
(Birks 1972). The ultrasound signal of the system discussed in this paper traversed different
thicknesses of wooden panels, the thickest
being 1.6 cm for oak, 3.5 cm for poplar, and
0.6 cm for hardboard.
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Radiographyrevealsvoids and splitsoriented
parallelto the x-ray beam and perpendicularto
the surfaceof the painting,becausethere is a
large discontinuityin the materialand therefore a change in density.However,when a flaw
is oriented parallelto the surfaceof the painting, as in the case of blind cleavage,the change
in densityis generallytoo smallfor radiography
to detect. In this case ultrasoundis useful
becausethe sound wave is stoppedand the signal amplitudeis registeredas zero. When the
flaw is at an angle,both techniquescan be used
to advantage.
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2. EXPERIMENTALSETUP
The main component of the air-coupledultrasound systemin this work was the Ritec
AdvancedMeasurementSystem,RAM 10000,
a digitalultrasonicmeasurementsystemthat
generatedand processedthe ultrasonicsignals
(Murray1993).1 It was linked to a commercial scanningsystemfrom SONIX that controlledthe position of two noncontacttransducers on either side of the paintingin the
XY-plane. During the experiment,a computer
controlledthe ultrasonicmeasurementand
scanningsystems. It also stored the datafor the
amplitude,phase,x and y positions,and the
measurementsystemsettings. The end view of
the scanningsystemis shown in figure 1. The
preamplifierand the transducerswere linked to
the ultrasonicmeasurementsystem.
The system could operatebetween 50 kHz
and 5 MHz, althoughthe transducersused had
a frequencyof 0.5 MHz. They were Harisonic
piezoelectric transducers,sphericallyfocused at
approximately5.1 cm. During the experiments,the generatingtransducerwas brought
very close to the back surfaceof the sample
and the receivingtransducerwas focused on
the sample-airinterfaceof the frontsurface.
The areasscannedwere approximately15 x
15 cm, althoughlargerareascould be scanned.
Because the imageswere of high resolution,it
took six hours to obtain each one; however,a
lower-resolutionscan would requireless time.

ultraFig.1. End-viewschematicof the air-coupled
soundscanningsystem
Largerareascould be scannedusing the same
experimentalsystem. The ultrasonicresults,
like xeroradiographs,
superimposefeaturesfrom
all layersof the paintingin one image.
The resultsof air-coupledultrasoundinvestigations are shown using two-dimensionalrepresentationsknown as C-scans. C-scansare
commonly used in traditionalnondestructive
testing and were chosen here because of their
closenessto the visualimage of panels. Typically,the value of an ultrasonicparameteris
plotted using grayscale or color as a function
of the XY-position. In this work, the four
ultrasonicparametersemployedwere amplitude,phase,processedamplitude,and processed
phase;processedrefersto the image-processing
technique of thresholding,where all the pixels
above a certaingraylevel are shown as black
and the pixels below the level are white.
In the amplitudeimages,the light areasindicate regionswhere the ultrasonicsignalhas
been easilyable to penetratethe sample,and
the darkerareasshow where the signalwas
unable to penetrate. Gradationscan be seen in
the unenhancedamplitudescan with the different graylevels. The image-processedamplitude scansshow delaminationsas white areas.
JAIC35(1996):145-62
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Other techniques were used to compare the
results with those of the ultrasound results;they
included visual examination, xeroradiography,
and thermography. For the xeroradiographs,
the x-ray tube was positioned 130 cm above
the sample, the exposure time was 1 minute,
the voltage was between 40 and 60 kV, and the
amperage was 5 mA. A positive radiograph was
taken with the result that areas of high density
appeared dark and those of low density
appeared light. The infrared thermographic
system used was an Inframetrics Model 600
with 8-14 mm (longwave) spectral response.
The infrared camera received the thermal radiation emitted from the panel through a germanium window. The signals were then recorded
with a Hg-Cd-Te detector, which was liquid
nitrogen cooled. The system had a Dual Galvanometer Reflective Scanner with a very high
frame rate and a sealed enclosure to reduce
acoustic noise. The temperature variation was
within 3oC of room temperature. The heat
source was a heat gun.
3. SAMPLES
3.1 SIMULATED PANEL PAINTINGS
Samples were used to mimic panel paintings in
order to test the capabilities of the air-coupled
ultrasound technique. The samples were constructed with different supports, surfaces, and
flaws; each sample varied one of these parameters at a time.
The supports included white oak (1.6 cm
thick), tulip poplar (2.0 cm thick), and hardboard (0.5 cm thick). Each sample was approximately 15 x 15 cm. Oak, a ring-porous hardwood, and poplar, a diffuse-porous hardwood,
were chosen as they represent some of the
woods used in panel paintings..
The surface layers were added so as to
mimic the surfaces of paintings and other
museum objects. They included gesso, gesso
with linen, wood veneer, and paper. The gesso
was made from a weak hide glue and calcium
sulphate. The mahogany veneer was 0.5 mm

thick. The veneer and paper were glued to the
supports with hide glue.
Splits were made in the support layer before
the surface layer was added by bending the
wood over a hard edge. Areas of cleavage were
made by placing a layer of gesso on a thin plastic sheet, allowing it to dry, removing the plastic sheet, and gluing the gesso onto the support
with hide glue. Other methods were tried by
placing either wax or a very thin plastic sheet
between the support and the upper layer.
These methods did create cleavage; however,
the first method described was most similar to
what is found in actual objects.
The splits, delaminations, and cleavage were
imaged in all the 24 samples examined, of
which 4 will be discussed here: an oak support
that has a split and a top layer of gesso and
linen (sample 1); a poplar support that has a
split and a top layer of veneer (sample 2); a
hardboard panel with internal delaminations
and a paper surface (sample 3); and a hardboard
support with a gesso surface and cleavage
between the two materials (sample 4).
After the samples were made, they were
placed for 1 month in a sheltered area outside
where the temperature varied between -7.2
and 18.9oC and the relative humidity between
27 and 100% RH. The samples were then
placed for 1 month in a room where the relative humidity on a daily basis was 100% for
short periods and for the rest of the time varied between 27 and 50%. The temperature was
between 20.6 and 25.6oC.
3.2 PAINTINGS
The first painting examined was a cradled
panel painting from the 17th century (figs. 2a,
2b). It is believed to be a studio copy of Gerard
Terborch's painting from 1654-55, known
under various titles including ParentalAdmonition, PaternalAdvice, and The BrothelScene. The
painting, from the collection of Dr. and Mrs.
Hans Goedicke, Baltimore, Maryland, measured
37 x 49 cm and was made of two planks of
radially cut oak. The thickness varied between
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Admonition,oil on oak panel, 17th
Fig. 2a. Parental
c., 37 x 49 cm. Collection of Dr. and Mrs. Hans
Goedicke,Baltimore,Md.

verso
Admonition,
Fig. 2b. Parental

3 and 5 mm and did not appear to have been
thinned down. The painting's cradle had five
vertical members and five horizontal members.
The painting served to test the ability of aircoupled ultrasound to detect checks and splits.
Above the young woman's head was a check,
measuring only 4 cm in length on the front
but 34.5 cm on the back. The front of the
panel had three very visible open splits in the
wood. Only two splits could be seen from the
back as the cradle covered the third; however,
all splits could be seen in the xeroradiograph
(fig. 12).
Evidence existed of a prior cradle; the fact
that the wood was lighter in some areas suggested that these areas had been covered by a
different cradle. The splits, checks, and disjoins
in the panel, including the disjoin between the
planks, were probably caused by the cradles.

The second painting examined, Women
GatheringYuccaPlants (collection of the National Museum of American Art, Smithsonian Institution), by an unidentified artist, was a 20thcentury watercolor and ink painting on illustration board mounted on hardboard (fig. 3).
The size of the composite structure was 28.2 x
37.8 cm, and the thickness was 6 mm. Delaminations between the illustration board and the
hardboard could be seen along the edges, but
the exact condition in the central areas was difficult to determine.
4. RESULTS
4.1 SIMULATED PANEL PAINTINGS
Figure 4a shows the ultrasonic results from
sample 1, the oak support with a split and a
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Plants,watercolorand ink on illustrationboardmounted
Fig. 3. Artist unknown, WomenGathering
Yiucca
on hardboard,20th c., 28.2 x 37.8 cm. National Museum of AmericanArt, SmithsonianInstitution
(acc.no. 1969.64.9, transferredfrom the U.S. Departmentof the Interior)

surfacelayerof gesso and linen. The cross-section of the panel is shown schematicallyin figure 4b. In the phase scan,the split corresponds
to the verticalline on the left-handside,shown
by the arrows;the grain is on the right-hand
side, enclosed in dotted lines. Sample2 is a
poplarsupportcontaininga split and a surface
layerof veneer;figure 5a shows these results
and figure 5b shows the crosssection of the
poplarsupport. The split is longer along the
axis parallelto the panel surfaceand is therefore broaderin the ultrasonicscan.
The grain is visible only in certainlocations:
for example,in section B in figure 4, but not in
section A. When the transducersscannedthe
areamarkedA, the signal easilypassedthrough
the materialin a radialdirectionwithout being
skewed by the grain; however,in section B, the
ultrasonicsignalwas skewedby the grain and
the grain was therebyimaged.

For both the oak and the poplar panels, all
types of scans (amplitude, phase, processed
amplitude, and processed phase) indicate the
presence of splits; however, the phase scans
resolve them most clearly. The amplitude measurements merely show a change on either side
of the split, as in the case of the oak, or do not
resolve the split as well, as in the case of the
poplar.
The fact that the system is not always able to
distinguish splits from grain can be compensated for by using it in conjunction with other
techniques. Air-coupled ultrasound ensures
that attention is drawn to the flawed area and
that the extent of the flaw is known. The most
useful application of this technique would be
to detect flaws when they are still subsurface.
The xeroradiographs of both panels are
shown in figures 6 and 7. The broad split in
the poplar panel (sample 2) is better illustrated
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Fig. 5a. Ultrasonic results from a poplar support with a split and a veneer surface (sample 2)

Fig. 5b. Cross section of sample 2. In the A areas the ultrasonic signal is skewed by the grain, whereas in the B area
the signal is not skewed by the grain.
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Fig. 6. Xeroradiograph of sample 1
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Fig. 7. Xeroradiograph of sample 2
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Fig. 8a. Ultrasonic results for a hardboard sample with internal delaminations and a paper surface (sample 3)

Fig. 8b. Cross section of sample 3
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Fig. 9. Xeroradiographof
sample3
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in the ultrasonic scan than in the xeroradiograph, where it is shown only by the two
lighter lines. The ultrasonic scan also shows
that the split runs the whole length of the sample, not only three-quarters of the way down as
shown in the xeroradiograph.
The results from the hardboard differ substantially from those for the previous woods
because of the material properties of hardboard. The mottled appearance of the ultrasonic scan of sample 3 (fig. 8a) is characteristic
of hardboard tested in these experiments.
Because of the lamellar structure, delaminations
rather than a split are formed. The delaminations are clearly visible as a vertical stripe along
the left-hand side of the sample. The amplitude scans are most easily read, as the phase
scans show the delaminated areas with a speckled pattern. Figure 8b shows the cross section
of the panel.
The samples were examined with xeroradiography and infrared thermography to enable

comparison with the ultrasound technique. As
expected, the xeroradiograph shown in figure 9
did reveal a line where the board was bent, but
not the areas associated with the delaminations.
Infrared thermography experiments, which are
not shown, did not delineate the flaws clearly.
A scan made of sample 4, which has cleavage
between the hardboard support and the gesso,
is shown in figure 10. Both the amplitude and
the phase scans unambiguously detect cleavage;
however, as with sample 3, the amplitude information is easier to read because the phase scans
contain a speckle pattern. The scan shows that
there is cleavage but does not determine the
exact depth from the surface.
In the unprocessed amplitude scan, various
gray levels show the different degrees of cleavage. Complete cleavage results in a total loss of
signal, illustrated by black. Cleavage with partial contact allows some of the ultrasonic signal
to pass through and is shown by a gray
between the two extremes of white and black.
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Fig. 10. Ultrasonic results from a hardboard support with a gesso surface and air delaminations between the
two materials (sample 4)
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The image-processed amplitude scan shows the
delaminated areas in white.
The ultrasound results confirm the visual
examination that shows cleavage at the edges of
sample 4. Information from ultrasound is
invaluable in cases of blind cleavage, as in this
example where neither xeroradiography nor
infrared thermography, which are not shown
here, detected the cleavage.
4.2 PAINTINGS
Investigations of the cradled painting show
the type of information that can be obtained
with air-coupled ultrasound. The cradle was
not well adhered, and wherever the cradle was
not in contact with the panel the signal was
interrupted by an air gap. The ultrasonic scans
could, therefore, be performed only in the 16
areas between the cradle members. Figure 11
shows the unprocessed amplitude results from
these 16 areas. The unprocessed amplitude
scans provided the best results, rather than the
phase scans, which were best for samples 1 and
2; the panel in this case was radially cut, as is
typical of northern oak panels, rather than tangentially cut.
The check lies between the third and the
fourth battens and can be seen in the ultrasonic
image at the X in figure 11. The surrounding
area has grain structure, which does not show
in the ultrasound results. With xeroradiography
there is little evidence of the check (fig. 12).
The open splits appear as white lines (indicated
by large arrows in fig. 11) and are larger on the
ultrasonic image than in reality because of diffraction effects. These effects could mask other,
fine-scale flaws.
Other features are of interest in the ultrasonic scan results in figure 11. The lines in the
two areas located in the second column and
first and second rows, adjacent to the circle,
could indicate either grain or splits, though
their regular spacings imply grain. The horizontal lines in the two areas in columns two
and three and rows three and four, as shown by
the arrows, are the craquelure in the paint layer
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running perpendicular to the grain. Knots can
also be seen in the first column, first row.
Figure 13 shows the outline of the painting
on the illustration board mounted on hardboard and the results from ultrasonic imaging
of two areas investigated within the painting.
The processed amplitude scans clearly show the
delaminations as white areas.The dotted lines
show the places at which it is suspected that
the paperboard has become delaminated; time
did not allow the entire painting to be
scanned. As expected, xeroradiography results,
which are not shown, do not show any delaminations.
5. CONCLUSIONS

AND FUTURE WORK

In simulated and actual paintings, the ultrasonic
system successfully mapped flaws that could not
be detected by other techniques such as radiography and infrared thermography. The system detected certain flaws such as splits,
checks, delaminations, cleavage, and voids as
well as imaging wood grain and knots in the
wood and craquelure in the paint layer. Used
in conjunction with other techniques, the system can give a more complete understanding
of the condition of a painting, for example by
locating flaws when they are still subsurface or
by detecting blind cleavage.
Delaminations, cleavage, and voids were
most effectively shown with the amplitude
scans, with the unprocessed amplitude scans
showing the degree of delamination or cleavage. The amplitude scans were better at defining splits in radially cut panels, while the phase
scans were better at defining splits in tangentially cut panels. It is therefore useful to take
both amplitude and phase measurements.
The ultrasonic system offers a new way of
examining other objects, for example furniture
and paintings on canvas. Its ability to detect
splits, checks, delaminations, cleavage, or voids
depends upon how well the ultrasonic signal
can penetrate the materials and the thickness of
a particular material. For some cases, further
work is needed in the area of image recogniJAIC 35(1996):145-62
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Fig. 11. ParentalAdmonition,amplitude results from an ultrasound scan.
Large arrows at top mark open splits; X marks a check; O marks grain
or a split; small arrows pointing left mark craquelure in the paint layer.
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Fig. 12. ParentalAdmonition,positive xeroradiograph. X is near the check,
which is hardly visible. Other features are the open splits, the cradle, the
hanging wire, and the image from the paint layer.
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tion to improve the reliability and ease of use
of the air-coupled ultrasound system. In particular, it is important that methods be developed to distinguish between images of natural
anomalies (grain) and flaws.
The safety of using this technique should be
addressed. The peak power density within the
air is 4,000 W/m2, and therefore the particle
displacement in the air is approximately 1
Angstr6m at 50 kHz (Qi and Brereton 1995).
The power density and the particle displacement are reduced in the sample by having the
transmitting transducer defocused on the back
surface of the painting. The signal is further
attenuated because of the impedance mismatch
between the wood and the air. Moreover, the
signal is also reduced before it reaches the
painted surface because it enters from the back
of the painting and travels through the wood,
which is highly attenuating. Considering all
these factors, the total power density at the
paint layer is expected to be at least 10,000
times less than what is used in an ultrasonic
cleaning bath. It is not recommended that the

transmitting transducer be placed on the painted surface side, as the incident power densities
may approach those of an ultrasonic cleaning
bath. There has been no physical evidence to
show that the experimental setup described in
this paper causes deterioration; before the
paintings were examined, repeated investigation
of test samples took place. To apply this technique widely, further tests are needed to ensure
that no material will be removed upon application of this method.
To take full advantage of air-coupled ultrasound as an examination technique, a useful
next step would be the development of a more
portable and economical system than the prototype described in this paper. Systems like the
one used are currently available in a number of
materials science laboratories in government,
industrial, and university research institutes. As
more research laboratories invest in this technology, it should become more accessible to
conservators through collaborative work
between research institutes and museums.
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